Abstract. This paper introduces an efficient intra-field deinterlacing algorithm using bilateral filter while considering both closeness and similarity between the interpolated pixel and the neighbor pixels. Instead of estimating the edge orientations via limited candidate directions as previous intra-field deinterlacing methods, we propose an adaptive spatial locality-and similarity-based deinterlacing method. Many deinterlacing methods described in the literature only consider the similarity between neighbor pixels and interpolated pixels; however awareness of distance correlation and spatial locality has not yet been studied. Experimental results indicate that the proposed scheme outperforms a number of existing approaches, in terms of both the objective and subjective performance.
Introduction
Interlaced scanning has been widely employed as the standard of TV broadcast systems, such as NTSC and SECAM, and some of the high definition television (HDTV) formats, because this method allows for not only the reduction in bandwidth and memory but also the maintenance of the existing transmission channel. However, this interlaced scanning format introduces several problematic artifacts, known as line crawling, edge flickering, interline flickering, field aliasing, and so on1-3. Moreover, as the screen size increases, the artifacts become more troublesome. Deinterlacing methods have been developed to minimize these issues.
Deinterlacing methods can be roughly classified into two categories. One is the intra-field spatial domain method that only uses one field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and the other is an inter-field temporal deinterlacing method that uses multiple fields. Inter-filed temporal deinterlacing includes motion adaptive and motion compensation (MC) methods[].
Intra-field deinterlacing methods are widely used in real-time application because of their simplicity. Intrafield deinterlacing methods have been proposed with different degrees of complexity and performance. The line average (LA) method3 is a simple method that interpolates the pixel using an average value of the upper and lower pixels. LA has generally been used due to its clarity and simplicity in addition to the fact that it exhibits no motion artifacts. However, the vertical resolution of the input image is halved before the image is interpolated which causes a reduction in the amount of details in the progressive image.
In order to avoid this issue, Doyle proposed an edgebased line-average (ELA) [4] method, which uses edge directional correlation to interpolate a missing line between two adjacent lines in the interlaced images. ELA is a well-known edge-based intra-field deinterlacing method, which categorizes the edge direction as 45, 90, and 135 degrees and then linearly interpolates in the chosen direction. ELA performs well with very little complexity and can be used to eliminate the blurring effect of LA in the regions where the edge is estimated correctly. However, this method has poor visual performance in high spatial frequency regions and can inaccurately estimate the edge detections, which leads to image degradation.
In an effort to remedy these deficiencies, numerous solutions based on the ELA algorithm have been proposed. The efficient ELA (EELA) [5] introduces two useful measurements for estimating the directional spatial correlation more efficiently. In addition, deinterlacing methods depending on content analysis [6] or the horizontal edge pattern [7] have been proposed. Kim proposed a modified ELA (MELA) [6] . In addition to the direction measures of EELA, MELA includes another vertical measure. Therefore, MELA considers three directional spatial correlations that cover vertical, antidiagonal. The low complexity interpolation method for deinterlacing (LCID) [7] uses four directional differences that are simpler than those in MELA, which are diagonal, anti-diagonal, vertical and horizontal. Specifically, the direction-oriented interpolation (DOI) [8] method uses a window-based measure and is more robust and efficient when compared to the previous ELA methods. DOI can increase the resolution of direction and shows good performance for an image with local, single strong edges or horizontal edges. However, DOI has a high complexity for searching edge patterns within a large search range and a poor performance for regions with similar and repetitive edge patterns.
The aforementioned deinterlacing methods can be roughly separated into two classes. One is simple and highly efficient but with no consideration, for edge direction information or incorrect edge direction estimation which degrades the image detail. The other is complex with high computation overhead but has good edge direction estimation.
In this paper, we proposed an intra-field deinterlacing algorithm using both closeness and similarity that successfully estimates edge direction. The missing pixel is estimated using using a nonlinear spatial average without degrading the edges by means of a nonlinear combination of nearby image values. Moreover, we combine gray levels based on their geometric closeness and their similarity, and prefer near values to distant values in the context of both closeness and similarity. The deinterlacing method using closeness and similarity (DCS) is based on the assumption of closeness and similarity between the neighborhood values where two pixels can be close to one another. Fig. 1 Six neighbor pixels used for deinterlacing. 
The proposed algorithm
The pixel value at a given location is a function of the values in a small neighborhood at the same location. In the conventional deinterlacing method, the pixel values are averaged under the assumption that images typically vary gradually over space and neighbor pixels are likely to have similar values. The conventional deinterlacing method can be expressed as follows: where N is the set of the neighbor pixel locations, m and n are vertical and horizontal displacement parameters, respectively, , and m,n is the weight. Figure 1 shows an example of six neighbor pixels used in Equation (1) and LA is used as an example to explain Equation (1). For LA, we only use the pixels at the position (i-1, j) and (i+1, j), and the parameters -1,0= 1,0=1.
There are two drawbacks to the existing deinterlacing methods, and they are listed below: (1) The weight m,n is constant within some limited number of fixed candidate edge directions; (2) These methods only consider the similarity between pixels, and awareness of the closeness or spatial locality is not taken into account. The assumption is that slow spatial variations fail at the edges, which are consequently blurred. To address the first drawback, an adaptive nonlinear function is required that averages the image values with weights, which decay with dissimilarity and also depend upon image intensity. Generally speaking, the neighbor pixels that are markedly different from the current interpolated pixel should be assigned a small weight. In contrast, the neighbor pixels most similar to the current interpolated pixel should have a large weight. Then, we can design an adaptive function that is a monotonic decreasing function of the absolute value of the difference in pixel value between the current interpolated pixel and the neighbor pixel, shown as Equation (2) .
where m and n are vertical and horizontal displacement parameters respectively,
is the prediction of the current interpolated high resolution pixels obtained based on the average of the two nearest pixels or two pixels in the vertical direction. We choose g(x) as 2 1 exp g x x
Comparing the performance of several deinterlacing methods reveals that LA has a better quality peak signal to noise ration (PSNR) when compared to many of the edge-based methods with very low complexity. That is because the neighbor pixels used in LA are the shortest distance from the interpolated high resolution pixel, while, other methods just consider direction estimation, but ignore the spatial locality distance, or closeness, which results in poor performance. In other words, closeness is also an essential concept. Thus, we designed another weight, m,n, which incorporates closeness by weighting pixel values with coefficients that fall off with distance. We can also design a monotonic decreasing function to assign a weight to the distance between the current interpolated pixel and the neighbor pixel.LA performs well when considering the nearest neighbor pixels. However, direction estimation is also an important issue due to edge regions and LA causes some artifacts because direction is not considered. In order to solve all of the above-mentioned problems, we propose a DCS method that consider closeness and similarity in both the smooth and edge regions. 
Here, ı s and ı c are regularization factors for Į m,n and ȕ m,n , respectively, used to control the performance of the algorithm and they are generally selected empirically.
Experiments
A simulation was performed using standard test 512×512 images Lena, Boat, Pepper, Finger, Baboon, Zelda, and Man in order to verify the superiority of the proposed method compared to the existing algorithms (LA, ELA, EELA, MELA, LCID, and EMD). We assessed the objective performance in terms of PSNR and CPU time in addition to the subjective performance, which is a widely adopted criterion in the literature. Our experiment was carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8500 @ 3.16 GHz with s set to 1.
our proposed algorithm can get good PSNR with fixed factor set. In terms of CPU time, our algorithm required only 30% of the complexity of other MELAs. Except for the simplest method (LA), our method required the least CPU time.For the subjective performance evaluation in terms of the visual effect of the resulting images, we also show part of the perceived image quality of Baboon in Fig. 2 . It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the proposed method results in an improved visual quality in terms of the details of the fur compared to the other methods. These results indicate that the proposed method is superior to other intra-field deinterlacing methods in terms of objective and subjective qualities and has low complexity.
